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Pedagogy of the Oppressed
Analysis of Chapter 2 of the Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Refer to the video clip under each column and the
provided Chapter of the book. By the end of the session, you should be able to: 1. Describe the key tenets of
the banking concept of education. 2. Relate competency based education with the alternative system
proposed by Freire.
STEPHEN MWANGI MACHARIA APR 21, 2021 10:21AM

Room 1. Narrative:
What does Freire mean when he says that
the traditional student-teacher relationship
is “fundamentally narrative [in] character”?
What is your experience with this?

Room 1. Narrative: What does Freire mean when he says that the
traditional student-teacher relationship is “fundamentally
narrative [in] character”? What is your experience with this?
What does Freire mean when he says that the traditional
student-teacher relationship is “fundamentally narrative [in]
character”? What is your experience with this? star_border Rate
Your avatar Empty download star_border Rate 1 comment
Avatar of Anonymous 1m He sees the student as a mere object
without contribution while the teacher is an unquestionable
authority Your avatar ashfokasjfasj ashfokasjfasj star_border
Rate Your avatar That the teacher is the subject(focus) and the
students are objects to receive what the teacher says That the
teacher is the subject(focus) and the students are objects to
receive what the teacher says star_border Rate Your avatar
teacher and student teacher and student star_border Rate Your
avatar Room 2. Reality Describe how the teacher describes
reality. How were you taught in college? Did your experience
resemble the reality described by Freire? Describe how the
teacher describes reality. How were you taught in college? Did
your experience resemble the reality described by Freire?
star_border Rate Your avatar Empty star_border Rate 1

Narrative 000 to 028
0:29 video
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He sees the student as a mere object without contribution while
the teacher is an unquestionable authority ― ANONYMOUS

ashfokasjfasj
It highlights a radical teacher centered method. The bottle ller
method ― ANONYMOUS

That the teacher is the subject(focus) and
the students are objects to receive what the
teacher says
teacher and student

comment Avatar of Anonymous 1m The strongly beliefs that he
or she is the authority. Therefore the input of the student is
ignored Your avatar Room 3. Words Describe the wording of the
teacher's narrative? Give more examples of words used in this
paradigm. Describe the wording of the teacher's narrative? Give
more examples of words used in this paradigm. star_border Rate
Your avatar Empty star_border Rate Your avatar Words have a
transforming power. Students memorise them.Words can
become allienating verbosity and can be concretised. Words
have a transforming power. Students memorise them.Words can
become allienating verbosity and can be concretised.
star_border Rate 1 comment Avatar of Anonymous 1m words
have no bearing if they are drummed into students. they need to
understand Your avatar Room 4. Narration What's the nature of
narration described in the chapter. Who is the narrator? Is it
related to the popular issue in our circles regarding 'completing
the syllabus?' What's the nature of narration described in the
chapter. Who is the narrator? Is it related to the popular issue in
our circles regarding 'completing the syllabus?' star_border Rate
Your avatar Empty star_border Rate Your avatar Narration
Narration Narrator here refers to the teacher. Yes! This is related
to the popular syllabus coverage star_border Rate Your avatar
Room 5. Education What is the nature of education described in
the chapter? How does it relate with the current practice in your
classes/institution? What is the nature of education described

in the chapter? How does it relate with the current practice in
your classes/institution? star_border Rate 2 comments Avatar
of Anonymous 1m Nature of education described in the chapter:
Education is an act of depositing knowledge that is held by the
teacher. Avatar of Anonymous 1m Response to current practices:
Yes widely spread- students listen, memorize and repeat what
the teacher has given/deposited. Your avatar
The teacher is the know it all.

― SULEIMANKAIRU

The strongly beliefs that he or she is the authority. Therefore the
input of the student is ignored ― ANONYMOUS

Room 3. Words
Describe the wording of the teacher's
narrative? Give more examples of words
used in this paradigm.

The storytelling method is anyway fascinating by students
because they are usually real life stories

Words are hollow; no transforming power ― ANONYMOUS
No ability to apply ― ANONYMOUS

He sees a teacher as a know it all

The student is only memirazing, but the word does not have any
meaning. ― VEERAKALLUNKI
The teacher seems to be the sole source of information

Narrative

― ANONYMOUS

Teacher is the subject and students are the objects

my experience is that we do that alot as
teachers

Room 2. Reality
Describe how the teacher describes reality.
How were you taught in college? Did your
experience resemble the reality described
by Freire?
The teacher constructs reality as the only reality and ultimately
inhibits learners contribution. Learners who should actively be
engaged in constructing reality have limited role to collaborate
with the teacher to share their reality ― ANONYMOUS

Words - 118 to 208 (2)
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Words have a transforming power. Students
memorise them.Words can become
allienating verbosity and can be
concretised.
words have no bearing if they are drummed into students. they
need to understand ― ANONYMOUS

student is empty hence fed with words by
teacher
Reality - 044 to 100
0:15 video
PADLET DRIVE

Room 4. Narration

What's the nature of narration described in
the chapter. Who is the narrator? Is it related
to the popular issue in our circles regarding
'completing the syllabus?'

Education - 243 to 303
0:21 video
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Room 6. Communication

Narration - 208 to 243
0:33 video

What is the nature of communication
described in the chapter? How does your
current teaching resemble the described
nature of communication?

PADLET DRIVE

Narration
Narrator here refers to the teacher.

Although the chapter doesn't directly mention communication,
however communication can be inferred from relationships and
social contexts ― IAN WAIRUA

Yes! This is related to the popular syllabus coverage
Memorization, the teacher is the narrator- it is garbage in garbage
out, really learning in a mechanical manner. ― ANONYMOUS

Room 5. Education
What is the nature of education described in
the chapter? How does it relate with the
current practice in your classes/institution?
Nature of education described in the chapter: an act of depositing
knowledge that is held by the teacher to students who are
depositories. ― ANONYMOUS
Response to current practices: Yes widely spread- students listen,
memorize and repeat what the teacher has given/deposited.
― ANONYMOUS

Teacher deposits what he/she considers as objective knowledge
and students have to take it in the way it is given ― ANONYMOUS
Empty slate ― ANONYMOUS

we therefore need to develop an interpersonal relationship with
our students if they are to be engaged ― ANONYMOUS

Authoritative and more oppressive. One way
Communication. By use of the lecture
method which does not allow time for
discussion, questioning and consensus
building.
There doesnt seem to be any
communication between the teacher and the
student, rather it appears that the teacher is
is passing information which the student
receives without question and memorizes

Room 7. Banking Concept
Explain, in your own words, what Freire
describes as the “banking concept of
education.” What makes a good ‘banking’
teacher? What makes a good ‘banking’
student? How do you feel about this concept
of education?

What do you understand by the term 'banking concept'. Does it
relate with our current teaching?

Knowledge 2 - 303 to 330
0:40 video

Banking concept - 303 to 330
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0:40 video
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Knowledge is
banking concept
1.question 1. A good banking. Teacher simply is one who has
adequate in masterly of content ready to pass it over to the
leaner.
A god banking learner waits to receives to receive from the
teacher,
The model rewards creativity and innovation.

Room 9. Teacher
What is the role of the teacher in the
banking model?

.

Room 8. Creativity and
Knowledge
What is the source of knowledge according
to Freire? What is your experience with this?
In your life, what have you been taught
is/are the source(s) of knowledge? Is
knowledge static or is it created? Is
knowledge to be discovered or created, or
both? How is knowledge discovered? How is
it created?

Teacher 100 to 118
0:18 video
PADLET DRIVE

- Source of knowledge ― STEPHEN MWANGI MACHARIA

Room 10. Student
What is the role of the student in the
banking model?

Student - 440 to 458
0:24 video
PADLET DRIVE

The teacher sees himself as an absolute authority of knowledge
and therefore the student is dependent on the teacher
― ANONYMOUS

Receiver. A blank slate. His/her role is just to listen.
― SULEIMANKAIRU

The student is an alienated slave and
ignorant.

Indeed, the interests of the oppressors lie in
“changing the consciousness of the
oppressed, not the situation which
oppresses them”, for the more the
oppressed can be led to adapt to that
situation, the more easily they can be
dominated. To achieve this end, the
oppressors use the banking concept of
education in conjunction with a paternalistic
social action apparatus, within which the
oppressed receive the euphemistic title of
“welfare recipients.” They are treated as
individual cases, as marginal men who
deviate from the general conﬁguration of a
“good, organized, and just” society. The
oppressed are regarded as the pathology of
the healthy society, which must therefore
adjust these “incompetent and lazy” folk to
its own patterns by changing their mentality.
These marginals need to be “integrated,”
“incorporated” into the healthy society that
they have “forsaken.”

A passive listener. He/she is supposed to be told what to do.
― SULEIMANKAIRU

Oppressor and Oppression
Students are receivers of knowledge

1. Teacher is the oppressor and students are the oppressed.

.student is a passive recipient,

3. The teacher is the master of knowledge, no creativity on the
part of the students.
4. Teacher-centered teaching

2. Students are treated as slaves hence are forced to memorizing
all that is taught by the teacher.

tlanzer
Therefore the student is only in the rece ― ANONYMOUS
Empty slate ― ANONYMOUS

Room 11. Oppressor and
Oppression
Who is the oppressor and who is the
oppressed? What are the characteristics of
oppression?
The teacher is the oppressor and the learner the oppressed
― ANONYMOUS

5. Teacher disciplines without listening to the students
perspectives.
6. The teacher is the focus of everything to be learnt in class.
7. The teacher is a dictator in class

Plenary: Freire proposes an
alternative system of education
to liberate both the students and
teachers.
Pick the alternative that best ﬁts the
problem your group discussed among the
following:
Paulo Freire's antidote to the banking system of education
1. Collaboration: The role of the problem-posing educator is to
create, together with the students, the conditions under which
knowledge at the level of the doxa is superseded by true
knowledge, at the level of the logos.
2. Collaboration/critical thinking:

From the outset, his efforts must coincide with those of the
students to engage in critical thinking and the quest for mutual
humanization. His efforts must be imbued with a profound trust
in men and their creative power. To achieve this, he must be a
partner of the students in his relations with them.
3. Communication: Yet only through communication can human
life hold meaning. The teacher's thinking is authenticated only
by the authenticity of the students' thinking. The teacher cannot
think for her students, nor can she impose her thought on them.
Authentic thinking, thinking that is concerned about reality,
does not take place in ivory tower isolation, but only in
communication.
4. Creativity: problem-posing education involves a constant
unveiling of reality. It strives for the emergence of consciousness
and critical intervention in reality.

problem-posing education involves a constant unveiling of
reality. The former attempts to maintain the submersion of
consciousness; the latter strives for the emergence of
consciousness and critical intervention in reality.
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